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State of State of playplay

� PPP’s have been created to optimize the 
economic costs for providing a service in the long 
run => evaluation by NPV of payments to the 
private partner for the financial aspect and 
additional criteria for the economical aspect.

� However, PPP’s are complex contract schemes 
which have to be entered into with caution, on a 
case by case basis, and when the service to be 
provided is well defined.
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FinancingFinancing

� Available funds for PPPs are considerable provided
that: 
� the projects are carefully selected and 
� the rules are applicable and stable.

� The process of combining the various sources should
be reviewed in order to have a better efficiency and 
flexibility.

� Many good examples proved it:
� Tagus Bridge in Portugal, Rion bridge in Greece, 

motorways in Poland,…have been financed by several
sources of funding alltogether.
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EconomicEconomic point of point of viewview

� From an economic point of view, 2 types of long-term contracts are 
recognized:
� First type (concessions and the like)

� The private operator bears the risks linked to the operation
(payment by users and/or operating risks).

� Second type (PFI and the like)
� The private party does not bear the demand risk (payment by 

taxpayers). 

�� HoweverHowever in practice in practice therethere isis a continuum of a continuum of PPPsPPPs whichwhich makemake a a clearclear
definitiondefinition nearlynearly impossibleimpossible..

�� WhatWhat isis important important isis to have a to have a legallegal stabilitystability once the type of once the type of 
contractcontract has been has been decideddecided..
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Continuum of Continuum of contractscontracts

(Works (Works contractscontracts are on a are on a shortershorter time time scalescale))
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1. 1. ChoosingChoosing the relevant PPP the relevant PPP projectsprojects

� PPP’s have been introduced for optimizing the the whole process
(engineering, construction, operation and maintenance).

� The global saving is probably around 25% compared to classical
procurement although more ex post observations should be done to 
support this figure.

� PPP’s should be highly desirable from the socio-economic point of 
view. i.e with a high socio-economic IRR (Internal Rate of Return) and 
not just a way to overcome a lack of financing .

� In the present budgetary constraint time, it is crucial to  maximize the 
socio-economic benefice per public euro (or other currency)  invested.
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2. 2. ChoosingChoosing the relevant the relevant fundingfunding

The choice of funding is based on a trade-off between:

1. The marginal cost of public funds (distortion associated to tax 
collection, e.g. when 1€ collected → 0.8 € remains).

2. The willingness not to exclude users from the infrastructure/service
when it is paid by users).

� Payment by users is better for public budgets.

� A high socio-economic utility makes the payment of a real toll
politically acceptable and reduce the budgetary stress.

� FIEC believes that the knowledge of what should be paid through
taxes and what could be a commercial service should be improved.
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3. 3. ChoosingChoosing the relevant the relevant procurementprocurement procedureprocedure

� Procurement procedures should be adapted to the kind of project, in 
order to prevent opportunistic behaviour, and favour strict pre-
qualification and additional award criteria.

� Unsustainable offers should be legally excluded. There is a training 
necessity in order to identify unsustainable offers.

� « Classical » procurement prodecures (with price criterion only) fit 
well simple contracts, whereas negotiated procedures fit better
complex contracts. (Bajari and Tadelis [2004])

� In terms of incentives, they also demonstrate that complex contracts
fit with « Cost Plus » schemes, while simple contracts better fit with
fixed price regulation scheme.

� PPPs are complex contracts, thus the NPV of payments should not 
be the only criterium for selection of the private partner.



4. Choosing the relevant financial structure

� The financial structure of a project is usually composed of loans
(banks or bonds), shareholder loans, equity and grants.

� One should also take into account the assymetry regarding the way
public entities and private operators can absorb risks. The 
allocation of risks (risk matrix) must take into account this
assymetry. Grants and/or guarantees should be adjusted
accordingly.

� Due to the financial crisis, loan maturity has been shortened. State 
support may be needed to extend them again.
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5. 5. ManagingManaging the life of the life of contractscontracts

� Necessary conditions for a good management of the life of the contract:
� Fair behaviour of both parties
� Technical skills of both parties
� Experience and capacity building
� Flexibility and adaptation to local customs

� Recent academic studies (Desrieux and de Brux [2009]) have been 
developped with data base of private companies to better understand
the way these long term contracts are working.

� This kind of partneship between academics and private partners has 
been proved very useful to improve the whole process of using PPP 
contracts.
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6. 6. ManagingManaging the life of the life of contractscontracts

� PPPs are long term contracts. Then all contingencies cannot be
anticipated ex ante (innovation, investment, change in demand, 
change in the legal environment, force majeure, etc.) 
= contracts are incomplete!

� Thus it is normal that the contract will necessarily evolve over time/be
renegotiated. 

� Renegotiation should be viewed to the advantages of 3 parties:
� Public entity
� Users
� Private operator

� … and not only as a discussion between the Grantor and the Private
Partner.



ConclusionConclusion

� EPEC has a major role to play in terms of capacity
building of national administrations → training is
essential for preparation, award and management of 
contracts!

As stated by EPEC, the main driver of the PPP contract 
duration should remain technical (life-cycle and 
obsolescence considerations), rather than financial!

� FIEC will be happy to bring its own experience and to 
participate in working with EPEC and the Commission to 
analyse and benchmark existing contracts and develop
the global European Expertise on that fully efficient type 
of contracts.
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